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Developer Jim Boland said Monday that he will build two

buildings housing a total of $325,000 square feet of

space simultaneously. He also is close to signing one

tenant for 65,000 square feet.

From the Louisville Business First:

http://www.bizjournals.com/louisville/news/2017/05/23/longtime-louisville-builder-gets-to-work-on-25.html
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A project proposed last summer is barreling toward an early 2018 finish.

Jim Boland, whose family owns Boland-Maloney Realty Co. and Boland Brothers

Partnership, has started work on two industrial buildings totaling 325,000 square

feet on 20 acres he owns at 2501 Stanley Gault Parkway.

The site is about eight minutes northeast of Anchorage in Louisville's East End.

Boland told me Monday that his construction firm, Boland Brothers Partnership, is

handling general contracting duties and will construct a 175,000-square-foot

building and a 150,000-square-foot facility simultaneously.

Oakland Limited Partnership, a company owned by Boland, is the official developer.

The estimated lease rate will be around $5.50 per square foot, he added.

The speculative buildings will be designed to house multiple tenants, and Boland

said he is close to finalizing a lease for a tenant to take up to 65,000 square feet of

the available space. He declined to disclose the name of the tenant or how the

tenant will use the space because the lease has not yet been executed.

Boland projected total construction costs at $25 million and said Steve Gray, a

senior real estate advisor with Cushman & Wakefield/Commercial Kentucky, has

been hired to handle the leasing for the unnamed project.

Boland said he will be looking for the typical industrial users, from assembly and light manufacturing to warehouse and

distribution users. He said the site could be ideal for a Ford Motor Co. (NYSE: F) supplier because of its proximity to Ford's

two Louisville assembly plants.

The buildings will be located in one of Louisville's tightest submarkets when it comes to available industrial inventory. While

some areas of Louisville are now seeing double digit industrial vacancy rates because of a rush of new speculative buildings

hitting the market, the East submarket, where this project is located, had a vacancy rate of 1.3 percent during the first

quarter of this year, according to a recent Commercial Kentucky analysis.

Boland believes the dearth of available industrial space will make his two buildings attractive.

"That’s about the last 20 acres on this end of town" to develop, he told me.
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Boland is a recognizable name in Louisville.

His family previously sold Boland-Maloney Lumber Co. Inc., which operated at 4010 Collins Lane, to US LBM Holdings, LLC.

Boland-Maloney eventuallly merged with K-I Lumber, a US LBM Holdings subsidiary.

Boland also was the developer of the 30-acre Woodlawn Center in St. Matthews, which includes a retail center anchored by

Kroger Co (NYSE:KR).
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